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Abstract
Metamorphic malware change their internal code structure by adopting code obfuscation technique while maintaining their
malicious functionality during each infection. This causes change of their signature pattern across each infection and makes
signature based detection particularly difficult. In this paper, through static analysis, we use similarity score from matrix
factorization technique called Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for detecting challenging metamorphic malware. We apply
this technique using structural compression ratio and entropy features and compare our results with previous eigenvector-based
techniques. Experimental results from three malware datasets show this is a promising technique as the accuracy detection is
more than 95%.

Keywords Metamorphic malware · Nonnegative matrix factorization · Dimension reduction · Structural analysis

1 Introduction

Malware are threatening today’s computingworld by its rapid
evolving. According to latest report in [1], malware implant
to legitimate software were up to 200% in year 2017. There-
fore, this leads to urge for new detection technique.

It is generally believed that the detection of metamorphic
malware remains a difficult task in the area of research [2,35].
Metamorphicmalware utilize code obfuscation techniques to
disguise themselves from traditional pattern matching signa-
ture based detection. During each propagation, they change
their internal syntax or structure while maintaining underly-
ing malicious functionality. A recent study has shown that a
well-designedmetamorphicmalware was capable of evading
statistical analysis usingHiddenMarkovModel (HMM) [29]
detection. Due to this reason, several file structural analysis
approaches such as in [10,14,19,33], have shown to be very
effective at classifying this type of metamorphic malware.

Motivated by this, we adopt structural analysis on two
types of file feature, namely, the compression ratio and
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entropy from previous works in this paper. We also modi-
fied the implementation of [14] through inspiration of facial
recognition techniquebasedonmatrix factorizationknownas
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [17]. NMF learns
a parts-based representation of facial images by representing
faces with a set of basis images correspond to parts of faces.
This recognition technique bears a resemblance to malware
detection where detecting a set of malware can actually be
represented bydetecting a smaller subset of their own.Hence,
our contribution is to adapted NMF technique using struc-
tural analysis of file compression ratio and entropy features
on three types of challenging metamorphic malware fami-
lies, in particularly, on real malware sample. Our approach
use the similarity scores derived fromNMF technique to find
the similarity of structural pattern that exist in both malware
and benign files. As expected, we show that NMF technique
yields comparable result when test on small scale datasets
with both features. We observed that using structural entropy
can produce better detection than using structural compres-
sion ratio feature.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we
briefly reviewedmetamorphic techniques and relatedwork in
detection, the difference between SVD andNMF techniques.
Then, in Sect. 3 the application of NMF on our malware
detection will be described in details. Section 4 presents the
experimental and result analysis. Finally, we conclude and
suggest future work in Sect. 5.
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2 Background and related work

In this section, background of metamorphic malware tech-
niques, some recent works on malware detection will be
described. Then, mechanism of SVD and NMF techniques
will be presented.

2.1 Metamorphic techniques

Metamorphic malware use obfuscation techniques to hide
themselves by changing their structure on each infected
program while keeping the same functionality. In lieu of
encryption, they replace their malicious code sequences with
semantically equivalent code during infection and the muta-
tions tend to exhibit statistical properties indistinguishable
from other nonencrypted, benign files [23]. According to [7],
the obfuscation techniques can be divided into two types,
data flow obfuscation (junk or dead code insertion, variable
or register substitution, instruction replacement or permuta-
tion) and control flow obfuscation (code transposition).

Data flow obfuscation using junk or dead code insertion
is to make the malware codes look different and thus possi-
bly evade hexadecimal string matching. It does not change a
program’s functionality but to confuse and exhaust the emu-
lator during code analysis [32]. Research had shown that by
inserting a quite amount of dead code from benign files can
cause the statistical properties of the resulting morphed code
indistinguishable from benign codes [29].

Variable or register substitution is another simple tech-
nique that a virus variable or instruction operands are stored
in different registers for each new infection. It replaces the
use of a register in an instruction with another unused regis-
ter. Even though this has no impact on a program behavior,
it does evade signature-based detection.

Instruction replacement or permutation technique iswhere
malware evolve its original code by replacing some instruc-
tions with other equivalent ones.

Control flow obfuscation such as code transposition is
where it reorder its original virus code sequence by using
’jump’ instruction or complex transfer of control as back-
bone for obfuscation. This causes confusion during malware
analysis.

2.2 Metamorphic malware detection

There have been several works on detecting metamorphic
malware in the past. Our study here will focus on the most
recent works which used static analysis on file bytes as the
features representing a given file.

Lee et al. [19] extracted structural compression ratio using
Gzip (based on Lempel–Ziv) with wavelet analysis on raw
bytes of a file to detect metamorphic malware. They used
file sequence similarity to compared between malicious and

benign files. The limitation of the technique claimed in their
study was when there are many compression or packing of
a file, detection will be difficult. What we learned from their
work was that compression ratio can be used as alternative
to entropy when representing a file.

Follow from [19] idea was Ekhtoom et al. [11] where
they classify metamorphic malware family using Approx-
imate Minimum Description Length (AMDL) and Best-
Compression Neighbor (BCN). However, their experimental
results shown no better than 77% accuracy. Another com-
pression based technique combinedwithmachine learning by
Alshahwanet al. [3]where a randomforest classifierwas built
using Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) and com-
pressibility ratio features on binary files to detect malware.

Jidigam et al. [14] expanded the eigenvalue analysis from
[10,27] using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on raw
bytes to detect metamorphic malware. They used a meta-
morphic worm built under Linux operating system by [29]
and shown with high detection rate. However, it classified
poorly on compiler file generation when compared with Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) classification [4].

Bhattacharya et al. [6] exploited information theoretic
similarity measures in tandemwith wavelet analysis for mal-
ware detection. They extracted overlap n-gram of binary
bytes and compared using cross entropy, Kullback–Leibler
divergence andmean squared error as classifiers. Their exper-
imental data consisted of Kaggle malware [15] with 82.1%
accuracy but manage to achieve 100% precision.

When an executable file changes between contents for-
mats (native, encrypted or compressed), its file’s representa-
tion in entropy also changed. Hence, Wojnowicz et al. [33]
applied a wavelet decomposition on file’s entropy on byte-
level to obtain the entropic wavelet energy spectrum. With
this, they can quantify the suspicious pattern variations of
a file which can yield predictive information for malware
detection.

Radkani et al. [25] introduced entropy based distance
(PDME) in K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) method to clas-
sify metamorphic malware families. PDME computes the
entropy of opcode frequencies of two files and compare their
distance. They results shown high detection on MWORwith
padding ratio up to 4.0. However, as the paper mentioned,
PDME distance measure might not be able to consider two
malware files are similar if they have different opcodes.

Khammas et al. [16] extracted n-gram term frequency
directly from binary files and used Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to classify metamorphic malware. They first reduced
the n-gram feature search space bymaskingwith knownmal-
ware signature n-gram (Snort) [28] before sending to SVM.
Their result achieved high detection rate with low false pos-
itive rate and shown superior than commercial anti-virus.
However, the Snort sub-signatures have to regularly updated
in order to achieve high detection rate.
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2.3 Singular value decomposition

We briefly present here the mechanism of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) which is based on concept of Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA). In matrix perspective,
most often numeric data are represented in rectangular tables
form, i.e. n × m data matrix, with n-dimensional space for
n samples. As the size of the matrix becomes really large, it
challenges the traditional multivariate analysis approaches.
To solve this problem, low-rankmatrix approximation or fac-
torization (MF) was introduced. The key idea of MF is that
there exists latent structures in the data, by uncovering which
we could obtain a compressed representation of the data. By
factorizing an original data matrix to low-rank matrices, MF
provides a unified method for dimension reduction, cluster-
ing, and matrix completion.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is the most famil-
iar way of getting a low-rank matrix approximation using
eigenvector analysis and has been widely used in image pro-
cessing. It is a eigen- decomposition method for reducing a
matrix to its constituent parts in order to make certain subse-
quentmatrix calculations simpler. Hence, given a real-valued
n × m data matrix A, it can be factorized into

A = USV T (1)

with A ∈ �n×m , U ∈ �n×k , S ∈ �k×k , and V T ∈ �k×m ,
where k is the size of the low-rank or reduced dimensions.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the matrix U is the row singular
vectors of A, thematrixV contains the corresponding column
singular vectors of A, and thematrix S is a diagonal matrix of
the singular values, in decreasing order of magnitude, which
can be viewed as “strength” of corresponding eigenvectors
of each specified rank. Columns in both matrices U and V
always form the orthogonal set, which can result a square
and invertible matrix A.

2.4 Nonnegative matrix factorization

Themotivation of havingNMFover SVD is because the basis
vectors are not orthogonal, which mean each vector can have
overlap group and the nonnegative values is more interpreted
than negative values. The historical development of NMFhas

Fig. 1 The SVD decomposition of an n × m matrix

to go back to [24]. Later, [17] popularized it as a way to find a
set of basis images for representing nonnegative images data
in facial recognition.

NMF is a dimension reduction technique that decomposes
or factors the matrix into a low-rank, sparse and nonnegative
factors. The way of NMF “learning” is based on dictionary
learning mechanism [12] in which finding a sparse represen-
tation of the input data in the form of a linear combination of
certain basic elements or patterns. The general formulation
of NMF is shown in (2), given a real-valued V ∈ �n×m

≥0 a
matrix consists of m objects and each object is represented
withn-dimensional of features, the value of rank, k is selected
for dimension reduction, where k(n + m) < nm, find non-
negative basis matrixW ∈ �n×k

≥0 and nonnegative coefficient

matrix H ∈ �k×m
≥0 , such that their product approximates the

original matrix V .

V ≈ WH (2)

An expanded matrix version of (2) is shown below:

V with m sets of input, n×m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

V1,1 V1,2 · · · V1,m
V2,1 V2,2 · · · V2,m
...

...
. . .

...

Vn,1 Vn,2 · · · Vn,m

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

≈

W is k basis sets, n×k
︷ ︸︸ ︷

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

W1,1 · · · W1,k

W2,1 · · · W2,k
...

. . .
...

Wn,1 · · · Wn,k

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

×

H is representation, k×m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

⎛

⎜

⎝

H1,1 H1,2 · · · H1,m
...

...
. . .

...

Hk,1 Hk,2 · · · Hk,m

⎞

⎟

⎠

(3)

In the approximation (2),W is the dictionary of recurring pat-
terns, which is characteristic of the original data, and every
column hm contains the decomposition or activation coef-
ficients that approximate every vm onto the dictionary. The
nonnegativity ofW ensures interpretability of the dictionary,
because column patternsWk and original column Vm belong
to the same column space, remain nonnegative. Hence, W is
called the basis matrix because its row contains set of basis
vectors which can be referred as the local features of V . The
nonnegativity of H ensures that WH is nonnegative, tends
to produce part-based representations, because subtractive
combination is forbidden. The resultWH can be interpreted
asweighted sumof each of the basis vectors inW , theweights
been the corresponding columns of H .

NMF uses the following two-block coordinate descent
scheme, that is, they optimize alternatively over one of the
two factors, W or H , while keeping the other fixed. The
reason is that the subproblem in one factor is convex. The
matrices W and H are initialized with positive random val-
ues, given a rank k, it learns through multiplicative updates
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rule by guaranteeing monotonical convergence to a local
maximum [18]:

Wik ← Wik . ∗ [V HT
ik ./(WHHT )ik] (4)

Hkj ← Hkj . ∗ [WT Vkj ./(W
TWHkj )] (5)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where .∗ and ./ denote the
element-wise product and division betweenmatrices, respec-
tively. Equations (4), (5) iterate until converge to a local
maximum by the following objective function:

f (W , H) = 1

2
‖ V − WH ‖2F (6)

After the iterations, matrix W contains the learned NMF
basis vectors. A new (previously unseen) data matrix Vnew
are projected onto k-dimensional space byfixingW andusing
one of the following algorithms [20]:

1. randomly initializing Hnew and iterating (4) and (5) until
convergence; or

2. as a least-square solution of Vnew = WHnew, that is,
Hnew = (WTW )−1WT Vnew

The second algorithm can produce negative entries of Hnew,
since the goal of this study is not to accelerate convergence,
we will use the first algorithm.

3 Design and implementation

In this section, we present the details implementation of
metamorphic malware detection based on structural analysis
through NMF approach using compression ratio and entropy
features. An overall architecture of malware detection using
NMF technique is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Overall architecture of NMF malware detection

3.1 Determine file size

The first step in our technique is to determine the file size
of interest. This is to compromise with the building of data
matrix later. Given two sets of files, malware and benign
sets, we compute the average file size from each set and use
the smaller average size as the file size of interest. We do
this because we assume the average file size can represent
individual file in each set.

3.2 Splitting a file into byte windows

Next, we split a file into a series of n numbers of byte chunks.
A chunk consists of a string of consecutive bytes, with each
chunk contains the same number of bytes, N . When divid-
ing a file into a series of chunks, chunks will overlap some
amount. Hence, we slide a specified number of byte win-
dow before allocating the next chunk. We have determined
a chunk size N = 512-byte and sliding window size w =
128-byte as the optimal sizes in our experiment. To facilitate
further usage, we also make sure that the series n is of even
number extracted from each file. To do this, we used Pro-
scrustean assignment to choose evenly spread chunks from
each file in malware or benign sets. This happens when the
sliding window reading N bytes at last chunk of a file, it
either chopped the last byte if that file is larger than the aver-
age file size, or if that file is smaller than average file size, it
will append null byte to the last chunk to retain the charac-
teristics of the original data as possible. We then normalized
the series to produce same range of values for each file as in
Fig. 2(a) shown.

3.3 Feature extraction

Each chunkof bytes thatwe extracted is then transformed into
compression ratio and entropy values. In this step, we adopt
gzip utility function [30] from python programming language
and Shannon’s Entropy [8] as in [5,19]. Gzip utilises Lempel
Ziv (lz77) coding by replacing repeated instances with ref-
erences to their earlier occurrences in the data stream. The
compression ratio is computed by having the compressed
chunk over the uncompressed chunk, this way the distribu-
tion of unique byte sequences in each chunk can bemeasured.
Entropy is the measure of uncertainty of the data in a file
on a value from 0-8. The lower the entropy, the lower the
chances are that the code has been obfuscated or encrypted.
Whereas, the higher the entropy, the greater the chances are
that the code is obfuscated or encrypted [21]. We used these
two feature extraction on the chunk of bytes to represent the
structure of a file.

Each file is now represented as a n-vector of compression
ratio or entropy values. We then normalize the vectors and
form into the data matrix, i.e. malware files matrix V , with
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compression ratio, as in the form of (7) with n chunks of rows
andm files of columns. Test files matrix B is constructed the
same way for both features.

V =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

V1,1 V1,2 · · · V1,m
V2,1 V2,2 · · · V2,m
...

...
. . .

...

Vn,1 Vn,2 · · · Vn,m

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, B =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

B1,1 B1,2 · · · B1,m′
B2,1 B2,2 · · · B2,m′
...

...
. . .

...

Bn,1 Bn,2 · · · Bn,m′

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(7)

where m ′ is the number of test files.

3.4 Nonnegative matrix factorization

By first considering using compression ratio feature, we con-
struct datamatrix V by collectingmalware files from training
set, with column vectors represent m files. The testing set
consists of two parts, the malware files that does not used in
training set and the benign files set.

We then apply NMF on V by selecting the low-rank k as
mentioned in 2.4. The factorization and projection of NMF
is shown in Fig. 2(b) where first, we randomly initialize W
and H with positive elements. By using equations (4) and
(5) we iterate with 500 times. During the update iteration,
we added an epsilon 10−16 to the denominator of W and
H , respectively, for smoothing division. After the iteration,
this will give the basis vectors, dictionary matrix W , which
contain the basic pattern of malware, and H , the activation
or coefficient of malware dictionary W .

Then we project testing data matrix B onto W feature
space by first randomly initialize coefficient matrix HB with
positive elements. HB is with k rows and m

′
columns itera-

tively updated by themultiplicative update rulewhile keeping
W intact. Now we are ready for malware detection.

3.5 Malware detection

The detection of malware as shown in Fig. 2 part (c) is done
by comparing column distance between H and HB using
Euclidean distance measure. This distance could be in range
of [0,∞]. So, we convert this distance to similarity score
with range [0, 1] by

score = 1

1 + d(p1, p2)
(8)

where, d(p1, p2) is the distance between each pair of vectors
in H with HB . So, the closer the score to 1, the better the
projection of a test file onto the feature space W , and hence
the better it is matches the structure of these malware space.
Thus, we have a similarity matrix S with rows contain them

′

test files and columns contain the m train files. We then take

the maximum similarity score for each row to represent the
prediction score of each test files.

Having themaximum coefficient similarity scores, we can
then set a threshold value to determine if the similarity score
is higher or equal to the threshold, which mean very close to
vectors in H , then it will be considered as malware; other-
wise, it is classified as benign file. We repeat Sects. 3.4 and
3.5 for entropy feature.

4 Experiments and results analysis

Results obtained from the experiments on the similarity score
as discussed above which applied to classes of metamor-
phic malware will be presented in this section. All works are
conducted under Windows 10 Professional 64-bit and NMF
algorithm [18] are implemented in Python language. We will
first consider the datasets and then discuss the performance
metrics. Then, varies low-rank k will be analyzed and dis-
cussed.

4.1 Datasets

Three types of small scale metamorphic malware datasets
were considered to evaluate our method and the number of
files used are shown in Table 1. These datasets are selected
because they contain knownmetamorphicmalware as ground
truth and have been used in the literatures [6,14]. The corre-
sponding testing set of benign files is shown in Table 2.

MWOR A highly metamorphic worm generator under
Linux OS developed for the purpose of research [29]
that employs stealth technique to defeat statistical analy-
sis. Specifically, it inserts arbitrary amounts of dead code
extracted from benign files into the generated malware file.
By doing so,MWOR retains itsmalicious functionalitywhile

Table 1 Metamorphic malware datasets

Family OS Files

Total Training Testing

MWOR Linux 600 480 120

VCL32 Windows 65 52 13

Vundo Windows 475 380 95

Table 2 Benign datasets

OS Files

Type Number

Linux Linux utilities 20

Windows Cygwin utilities 39

Windows Applications 2000
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has the effect of making the statistics properties of the mal-
waremore closelymatch that of the benign files. TheMWOR
uses “padding ratio” to specify the ratio of dead code inserted
to actual functional worm code. For example, a padding ratio
of 4.0 means there is 4 times as much dead code as worm
code were inserted in the malware file. We choose and tested
100 MWOR variants from each set of padding ratios of 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0, respectively. Since MWOR is a
Linux worm, we collected 20 files from Linux OS under bin
to represent the benign dataset. The number of files used in
benign dataset and MWOR dataset are the same as in [14].

VCL32 Virus Creation Lab for Win32 (VCL32) the only
virus generatorswhichwemanaged to collect fromVXHeav-
ens website [13] before it was closed down due to dangerous
threaten virus availability. This type of virus family infect the
host file by adding a new section or hook on to the API of the
host file. To evade detection, it uses simple XOR encryption,
simple polymorphic engine or KME32 advanced engine to
obfuscate the infected file. According to [34] VCL32 is not
a strong metamorphic generator. One of the reason we use it
here is to investigate the performance of NMF at the funda-
mental level of obfuscation. Since this is a windows virus, we
collected 34 windows utility files from open source Cygwin
[9] to test along with VCL32.

VundoAccording to [22], it is a multiple-component fam-
ily of malware that downloads files without user permission
anddisplays pop-up advertisements. It has been observed that
this family uses encryption technique to escape detection and
to hinder removal.We collected thismalware from [15] under
the train subset. There are a total of 475 variants under this
metamorphic malware family, therefore, we extracted all the
variants in byte representation (hexdump) only format and
used xdd [31] to convert the hexdumps to binary executa-
bles. For the testing purpose, we collected 2000 windows
applications from filehippo.com which is a open source of
trusted windows applications.

4.2 Evaluationmetrics

To evaluate the detection performance of NMF technique,
we use receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. An
ROC curve plots the balance between true positive and false
positive rates at every possible threshold. By calculating the
area under ROC curve (AUC), we implicitly calculate the
false positive rate (FPR) or 1-specificity, and true positive
rate (TPR) or sensitivity, at different threshold and combine
them into one single metric in a graph. If the AUC is near
0.5, it indicates that the evaluated results of a binary classifier
are no better than flipping a coin. An AUC of 1.0 represents
ideal performance, in the sense that we can set a threshold
for which there will be no false positive or false negatives.

For imbalanced datasets, we use theAUCof the precision-
recall curve (APRC) for more informative evaluation as

stated in [26]. The precision expresses the ability of our clas-
sification to return only relevant instances, i.e. how much
malware instances are captured among all those which were
captured as malware in this dataset. The precision is defined
as:

Precision = tp

tp + f p

where fp indicates the number of false positive.
The recall expresses the ability of a classification to find

all relevant instances in a dataset, it is essentially is the true
positive rate, i.e. how much malware instances are captured
among malware group in this dataset. The recall is defined
as:

Recall = tp

tp + f n

where tp indicates the number of true positives and fn is the
number of false negatives. Similar to ROC, APRC depicts
the balance between the positive predictive value and true
positive rate.

4.3 Metamorphic malware results

We use five-fold cross validation for each experiment. That
is, we partition the malware set into five equal size subsets.
We then use four of the subsets for training, reserving the
fifth for testing and we repeat the training and testing five
times, once for each possible arrangement of the subsets. To
obtain a single estimate, we compute the average of the five
results from the folds. During our experiments, we assumed
low-rank of NMFwill carry themost significant information,
therefore, we randomly choose ranks k = 1,2,3,7 through out
the experiments.

4.3.1 MWOR

As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, MWOR employs a stealth tech-
nique which can effectively defeats statistical analysis [29],
particularly,MWOR inserts dead code extracted from benign
files, which has the effect of making the statistics pattern
of malware very close to the benign files. Different chunks
distribution using compression ratio and entropy feature
extraction of a specific MWOR file before projection onto
NMF are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The blue color
refers to the benign files whereas the red color refers to the
malware files. It can be observed that Linux utility files tend
to have widen dispersion of compression ratio and entropy
values compared to malware files. From the distribution, fea-
ture using entropy has more compact and condensed value
than compression ratio. This means each chunk of entropy
value contains number of bits which are not vary too much
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Nonnegative matrix factorization and metamorphic malware detection 201

Fig. 3 Compression ratio distribution of malware and benign files for
padding 1.0

Fig. 4 Entropy distribution of malware and benign files for padding 1.0

across themselves. As for compression ratio feature, each
chunk contains number of bits differently from each other.

After all the testing files are projected onto NMF follow-
ing the steps in Sect. 3.4, we get the distance between each
coefficient of training set H and each projected coefficient
HB of testing set, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for compres-
sion ratio and entropy feature, respectively. We can clearly
see that malware coefficient scores in testing files condense
close to 1.0, which mean they are very similar to the training
set, on the other hands, majority of benign files tend to have
smaller similarity coefficient scores as they are relatively far
from 1.0.

Figure 7 shows the scatterplots of maximum coefficient
similarity score of each testing set with the training set for
padding ratio 1.0. The left column is the similarity score
using compression ratio and the right column is the similarity
scores using entropy. Each figure contains 40 test files with
red colors are theMWORfiles and blue colors are the benign
files. We observed that malware files in the testing files have
higher similarity score with the ones in training dataset, as

Fig. 5 Pairwise similarity score of compression ratio for padding 1.0

Fig. 6 Pairwise similarity score of entropy for padding 1.0

for benign files the similarity scores are more scatter around
the range of 0.98–0.66. From here, we can see that as rank
number increases, says, to 7, it will “expand” the maximum
similarity scores as well, this is obvious in Fig. 7(c) which
can cause a spoiled optimal threshold.

We plot the ROC and collect the mean AUC over the five
experiments conducted in the five-fold cross validation as in
Table 3. By using the maximum similarity score, we can get
100% accurate prediction at k = 1 for entropy feature across
all the padding ratios and as for compression ratio feature, it is
at padding ratio 1.0 only. This means with low rank, it carries
the most significant pattern in the feature W . The lowest
AUC for entropy feature 98.30% is at k = 3 for padding
ratio 1.0. This is not as expected and we need to further
investigate the result. As for compression ratio feature, its
accuracy performance maintains above 99%. Table 4 shows
a comparison of using NMF technique on entropy feature in
this paper with previous technique [10,14] which used byte
feature on SVD and Eigenvector, respectively, with rank 1
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Fig. 7 MWOR padding ratio 1.0 with different NMF ranks
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Table 3 MWOR average AUC

Rank Padding ratio Compression ratio Entropy

k = 1 1.0 1.000 1.000

1.5 .9995 1.000

2.0 .9995 1.000

2.5 .9995 1.000

3.0 .9980 1.000

4.0 .9995 1.000

k = 2 1.0 1.000 1.000

1.5 .9995 1.000

2.0 .9995 1.000

2.5 .9990 1.000

3.0 .9975 .9990

4.0 .9975 .9975

k = 3 1.0 .9975 .9830

1.5 .9995 .9955

2.0 .9960 .9925

2.5 .9970 .9950

3.0 .9970 .9960

4.0 .9975 .9995

k = 7 1.0 .9965 .9975

1.5 .9975 .9905

2.0 .9910 .9990

2.5 .9975 .9960

3.0 .9965 .9980

4.0 .9980 .9940

Table 4 MWOR mean AUC for rank 1

Padding ratio AUC

NMF (entropy) SVD Eigenvalue

1.0 1.000 .9999 1.000

1.5 1.000 .9999 1.000

2.0 1.000 .9975 1.000

2.5 1.000 .9966 1.000

3.0 1.000 .9935 1.000

4.0 1.000 .9834 1.000

because it was the best result obtained in their experiments.
Entropy feature extraction shown a steady AUC even with
high dead code insertion at padding ratio 4.0 as compared to
SVD.

Tables 5 and 6 show the results of average AUC of
precision-recall curve (APRC) from the five experiments are
evaluated at different ranks, k, of NMF using both features.
The first column of the tables refers to the padding ratios
from 1.0 to 4.0, the second column is the performance met-
rics where accuracy rate, AR and APRC, PA are used. We
observed with lower rank of k = 1 for compression ratio

Table 5 MWOR APRC for compression ratio feature

Padding ratios k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

1.0 AR 1.000 1.000 .9900 .9950

PA .9983 .9983 .9976 .9966

1.5 AR .9950 .9950 .9950 .9950

PA .9983 .9988 .9999 .9974

2.0 AR .9950 .9950 .9900 .9950

PA .9983 .9991 .9964 .9963

2.5 AR .9750 .9750 .9000 .9250

PA .9981 .9990 .9963 .9966

3.0 AR .9750 1.000 1.000 1.000

PA .9969 .9977 .9977 .9958

4.0 AR 1.000 1.000 .9250 1.000

PA .9983 .9977 .9975 .9968

Table 6 MWOR APRC for entropy feature

Padding ratios k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

1.0 AR 1.000 1.000 .9700 .9800

PA 1.000 1.000 .9901 .9959

1.5 AR 1.000 1.000 .9800 .9700

PA 1.000 1.000 .9955 .9932

2.0 AR 1.000 1.000 .9800 .9950

PA 1.000 1.000 .9953 .9994

2.5 AR 1.000 1.000 .9750 .8500

PA 1.000 1.000 .9965 .9974

3.0 AR 1.000 1.000 .9750 .9250

PA 1.000 .9983 .9952 .9972

4.0 AR 1.000 .9500 .9750 .9250

PA 1.000 .9979 .9988 .9957

feature, our technique can achieve accurate prediction APRC
as high as 99.83%. As the number of k increases, the APRC
slightly drops to 99.68% in padding 4.0 which is make sense
since there are more dead code inserted. For entropy feature,
it can achieve 100%APRC in all the padding ratios for k = 1
and the performance drop when the rank increases. These
results suggested that entropy as feature is a strong feature
compared to compression ratio for this malware family.

4.3.2 VCL32

We test VCL32 malware files with 39 windows Cygwin64
[9] utilities files. The compression ratio and entropy values
distribution of this type of malware are shown in Figs. 8
and 9, respectively. From the scatterplots of the distributions,
there are clear pattern difference between the malware and
the benign files for both features. This implies the obfusca-
tion technique applied in this malware family is not strong
because each variant tend to have the same pattern.
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Fig. 8 Compression ratio distribution of VCL32 and benign files

Fig. 9 Entropy distribution of VCL32 and benign files

Fig. 10 VCL32 pairwise comparison on compression ratio feature

Fig. 11 VCL32 pairwise comparison on entropy feature

Fig. 12 VCL32 pairwise similarity score of compression ratio feature
rank = 2

Both Figs. 10 and 11 show the results of projected dis-
tance between the coefficient H of training space and HB of
testing space with rank k = 1 for both feature extractions.
Here, entropy feature also reveal more compact values than
compression ratio values which imply the complexity char-
acteristic of each chunk in entropy is less random than the
way compression ratio computed. It can be seen that there
is clear separation among the malware and benign files in
the testing space with this low-rank, however, we noticed if
we increase the rank more than one, the projected distance
will be stretched out within range of 1.0–0.4, an example is
shown in Fig. 12. With higher number of rank, the distance
between a train file in H with respect to all the test files in HB

becomes wider, due to more dimension points are involved
during the computation of distance.

The scatterplots of maximum similarity scores with rank
1 for this malware family are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
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Fig. 13 VCL32 similarity score for compression ratio

Fig. 14 VCL32 similarity score for entropy

From the figures, show a clear cut of similarity between the
malware and benign files in testing set. We also observed
that feature extraction using compression ratio has a wider
dispersion than using entropy.

The AUC results for both compression ratio and entropy
features are shown in Table 7 for different NMF ranks. As the
low-rank dimension increases to 7, the accuracy prediction
dropped slightly for both features. To further evaluate our
technique, the average APRC results are shown in Tables 8
and 9 for both features. Surprising to see that compression
ratio feature can still preform better than entropy feature with
APRC 99.48 at k = 7. This entails VCL32 family may con-
tains variants which are very similar to each other and simple
compression method work well for this family (Table 9).

4.3.3 Vundo

For the third dataset, the chunks distribution extracted using
both compression ratio and entropy features before project

Table 7 VCL32 mean AUC

Ranks Compression ratio Entropy

1 1.000 1.000

2 1.000 1.000

3 1.000 1.000

7 .9980 .9767

Table 8 VCL32 AUC of PRC for compression ratio feature

Evaluation metrics k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

Accuracy 1.000 1.000 1.000 .9846

APRC 1.000 1.000 1.000 .9948

Table 9 VCL32 AUC of PRC for entropy feature

Evaluation metrics k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

Accuracy 1.000 1.000 1.000 .9846

APRC 1.000 1.000 1.000 .9813

Fig. 15 Compression ratio distribution of malware and benign files
before projection

onto NMF are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. We observed that
in both feature extraction methods, benign files have higher
series of normalized compression ratio or entropy values than
malware files. This may due to the benign files we selected
in this experiment are mostly setup or application files con-
tain more compressed data than Vundo. From the figures,
normalized compression ratio values are in the range 0–0.2,
whereas, normalized entropy values span up to 1.0. How-
ever, if we look closely, most of the malware training files
have relatively small entropy values. We suspect this is due
to smaller mean file size that we took from the pool of mal-
ware and benign file which may not completely represent the
entire file structure.
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Fig. 16 Entropy distribution of malware and benign files before pro-
jection

Fig. 17 Vundo pairwise comparison on compression ratio feature

Fig. 18 Vundo pairwise comparison on entropy feature

Fig. 19 Projected similarity scores for compression ratio feature with
rank 2

Fig. 20 Projected similarity scores for entropy feature with rank 2

The projected distance of 475 variants of malware with H
in the training space and 2000 benign files with HB in the
testing space is shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for both features.
The figures depicts with rank 1, the distance of coefficients
between training space and testing space can be seen clearly
in both features. We also notice in this type of family, with
rank > 1, the distance will stretch out within a bound due to
many dimension points considered. Figures 19 and 20 show
the scatterplots of maximum coefficient similarity scores
for compression ratio and entropy feature, respectively, with
rank 1.We observed that scores using compression ratio have
wider dispersion than using entropy feature, this may indi-
cate entropy capture less randomness of chunks information
in this family.

We then obtain the mean AUC after 5-folds in Table 10
for different ranks of NMF. This implies both features can
be used to detect malware with rank 1–3 showing a satisfac-
tory results of more than 99% accurate prediction. As for the
average accuracy rate and APRC results are shown in Tables
11 and 12. The best rank to be used for both features is at
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Table 10 Vundo average AUC

Rank Compression ratio Entropy

1 .9990 1.000

2 .9994 .9993

3 .9908 .9926

7 .9606 .7366

Table 11 Vundo compression ratio feature classification performance

Evaluation metrics k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

Accuracy .9911 .9962 .9663 .9221

APRC .9925 .9961 .9549 .4395

Table 12 Vundo entropy feature classification performance

Evaluation metrics k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 7

Accuracy 1.000 .9996 .9368 .8000

APRC 1.000 .9981 .9420 .2467

k = 2 with APRC 99.61% for compression ratio and 99.81%
for entropy feature. Again, entropy feature demonstrated to
be better feature than compression ratio because even with
k = 1, it can achieve 100% accurate prediction for this mal-
ware family. However, its performance drop sharply when
k = 7. This indicates for this metamorphic malware it has
pattern similar with benign application files and with higher
rank, there are redundant data points due to high obfuscation
technique applied in this family.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this study we applied NMF technique on three challenging
metamorphic malware datasets, in particular with real mal-
ware set and confirmed that this approach is as effective as
that in [14]. We extracted and compared the file structural
with two features, compression ratio using gzip and entropy.
Our observations are summarized into the following:

1. Using entropy on series of byte chunks seems to have a
smaller value than using compression ratio. According to
[21], encrypted or compressed files have higher entropy
values (< 6.8). Through out the experiments, we applied
entropy on a series of byte chunks instead of the whole
file itself and it is yet to proof that this caused the entropy
values we got render less randomness among the chunks.

2. Due to the small variation among the byte chunks,
entropy could be a better feature compared to compres-
sion ratio in our three types of datasets.

3. The files size under experiments are different across these
datasets, average file size for MWOR is between 35–
68 KB across different padding ratio, VSL32 has the
smallest size with only 8 KB, whereas Vundo, after byte
conversion, is 256MB.We suspected the small file size in
VCL32 produced such a high classification performance
as in Table 8.

4. NMF with low-rank can produce local feature vec-
tors W with better projection than with higher ranks.
This denotes NMF can present significant patterns with
low rank. However, with standard NMF algorithm, it
could produce correlated basis functions as rank number
increases and this will deteriorate the detection perfor-
mance.

Overall, we are able to achieve satisfactory detection with
accuracy rate more than 95% in all three datasets. A strength
of our technique is that it is applied directly to binaryfilewith-
out the need for pre-processing which most of the time need
special domain knowledge for further parsing. By applying
NMF on the series of feature chunks, we noticed that NMF
technique can be as effective as with [14] for classifyingmal-
ware files. From the three types of datasets, we notice that
entropy as feature achieved higher precision and detection
rate at lower rank, 1 or 2 of NMF. This indicates with lower
rank of NMF, it carries more significant feature than higher
ranks, as higher ranks may contains redundant or “noice”
which can make detection difficult.

Several limitations of our method include the direct com-
parison between each vector during similarity check and
since no accelerate of convergence was considered, the com-
putation here is intensive. Our current work only tested on
dead code insertion and encryption types of obfuscation.
Other types of obfuscation such as register substitution or
control flow obfuscation may able to evade this method as
the randomness of information in a series of byte chunk is
not affected.

For future work, different sizes of sliding window can be
studied when project onto NMF. So far, we only tested on
128-byte sliding window. We also need to categorize the file
size in training and testing set, as there was no uniform size
between these two groups at the moment and this may affect
the files under investigated. More tests shall be conducted on
a larger scale of realmalware files to confirmNMF technique.
Another further work, we plan to use NMF as clustering
parameters in statistical model such as HMM to study the
effectiveness of NMF in grouping malware family.
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